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Being in possession of a piece of thallium, and being

unable to find its constants in the ordinary books of reference,

[ determined a few of tliem as follows. The investigation

was conducted in the Physical Laboratory of the Universit}^

of Melbourne.

(1) Coefficient of Expansion.

A piece of the thallium was drawn into a wire about

foui'teen inches long, the ends cut off square, and a nick

made near each end. It was put into a glass tube through

which steam could be passed at will from a small boiler.

The ends of the tube being firmly clamped, micrometer

microscopes were focussed on the ends of the wire. These

instruments, supplied by the Cambridge Scientific Instru-

ment Co., read to xo^oo ^^^^^^- I'l^e positions of the ends of

the wire and of the outer and inner edges of each nick were

observed, the observations being repeated several times.

The temperature of the thallium was assumed to be that

indicated by a thermometer left lying beside the glass tube

all night, 16-8° C. Steam was then passed along the tube

till it was fairly dry, and after about fifteen minutes, the

observations of the positions of the nicks and ends of the

wire were repeated, the temperature being assumed to be

1 00° C. The gain in length of the whole wire was observed

to be •02()1 inch, between the outer edges of the nicks

•()25o inch, and between inner edges •0255 inch. On re-

placing the glass tube by a scale, the length of the wire was
found to be 13"83 inch, and the distance between the nicks

13'69 inch. Dividing the increase in length by the rise in

temperature (83-2°), and by the length measured, the co-

efficients come out 0000227, -0000224, 0000224, giving as

mean result -0000225.
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(2) Specific Resistance.

I at first made several determinations of the resistance of

the thallium, in the form of short thick wires, and compared

its resistance with silvei-, and atterwards with lead, and

separately determined the resistances of the specimens used

in comparison. I found it much more accurate howevei'

to draw the thallium into a finer wire, and determine its

resistance directly. This was done with a resistance box,

with a shunt on the variable arm. It was measured several

times at slightly difl:erent temperatures, as sliown in the

following table :
—

t
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readings to resist ances, correction was made for the fact that

the middle point of the wire was not the electrical centre,

which was JJ-.S mm. to one side, and the resistances were
dirainislied by 1 j)er cent, of the cold resistance of the

thallium on account of the copper connections. Two inde-

pendent sets of observations were made, and from each the

coefficient at 20° 0. was calculated by the method of least

squares. The figures fi-om Avhich the calculations were made
are given in the annexed table :

—
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The values of the coefficients from sets 3 and 4 are

OOS.Sl and 00391. The mean of these four gives, as

the coefficient at 20° C, -00392. This is larger than the

value for most metals other than iron.

(4) Thermo Ei.ecthk; Height.

As I had a piece of pure silver, and no other metal pure,

I resolved to find the thermo electric height of thallium

with regard to silver, and assume Professor Tait's result for

silver in order to obtain the absolute value for thallium.

Having done so, it was found that the thallium line thus

determined, crossed Professor Tait's copper line at about
70° C, and that copper was therefore an exceptionally

favourable metal with which to compare thallium. I there-

fore obtained ])ure copper and compared thallium with it,

and found that thallium was further below copper than

below silver; and on finall}" fiyi'^g coppei- and silver, I found

the lines should be very much closer together than the_y are

in Professor Tait's diagram, and that copper should be above

.silver and not below it. I therefore purified some lead, and

constructed a diagram of my own ibr the four metals —lead,

thallium, copper and silver. To obtain pure lead, I dissolved

some sheet lead in nitric acid, and precipitated it as sulphate

by adding dilute sul])huric acid. The sulphate thus obtained

was lieated with carbonate of soda and cream of tartar in a

Hessian crucible in an injector furnace, and lead obtained

which was assumed pure, tliough it contained a trace of

potassium. I used an astatic low resistance galvanometer

with a lamp and scale, at a distance of about four feet, the

.scale divisions being fortieths of an inch. The resistance of

the galvanometer was somewhat less than an ohm, but with

the leads and the wires of the thermo electric circuit, .the

resistance was a little over an ohm. So low an E.M.F. as

•00000 1 volt or U)0 absolute units gave a deflection of one

scale division. This appears to be about 30 times as

sensitive as the one used by Professor Tait twenty years

ago. To determine the exact value of a scale division, the

galvanometer was joined in series with an ordinary Daniell

cell and various high resistances, smd immediately after or

before its E.M.F. compared with a Latimer Clark cell, by
means of a condenser and balliatic galvanometer. In
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examining the thermo electric power of two metals, I twisted

together their ends and coiled the joint round the bulb of a
thermometer, immersing the whole in a bath of olive oil.

The other junction was kept in a large beaker of cold water
with a thermometer in it, which was observed from time to

time, and if necessary, correction made for the rise of

temperature. Tliis rise was never more than a degree, the

corresponding correction being one or two scale divisions.

The relation between the observed values of temperature and
galvanometer reading is parabolic, and if we express the

excess of the temperature of the hot junction over the cold

by t, and the number of scale divisions by s, then s z= a t -\-

h t^ is the connection between .s and t, where a and b are

constants to be determined preferably by the method of least

squares, as was done with each set of observations, though
the operation is rather laborious. The following table may
be taken as typical of the accuracy attained :

—
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The same Daniell, when connected in series with the gal-

vanometer, gave a deflection g for resistance R. If the
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